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Lesson 4

I N T E R M E D I AT E

Many words in the English language belong to word families. A word family is a group of words 

that share a common base word or word root, and have related meanings. These new, related 

words are formed when affixes are added to a base word or word root. 

• An affix is a letter or set of letters that is added to a base word or word root. The two most 

common affixes are prefixes and suffixes.

 » A prefix is a letter or set of letters added before a base word or word root. Some 

common prefixes are an-, auto-, co-, de-, ex-, and un-. 

 » A suffix is a letter or set of letters added after a base word or word root. Some common 

suffixes are -able, -er, -ful, -ing, -ist, and -ness. 

The meanings of the newly created words change based on the prefixes and suffixes used. 

How does a prefix work? Let’s look at the word cycle, which comes from a Greek word. As a 

noun, cycle means wheel or series of events. As a verb, it means moving in a circular way. See 

how the meaning and part of speech of cycle change (but are still related to the original word) 

when different prefixes are added:

• “bi-” (“two”): bicycle (noun - a vehicle with two wheels)

• “tri-” (“three”): tricycle (noun - a vehicle with three wheels)

• “uni-” (“one”): unicycle (noun - a vehicle with one wheel)

• “re-” (“again): recycle (verb - to repeat a series of events; to reuse in a circular way)

Even though the prefixes change the meaning of cycle, the words above are all in the same word 

family. They are all still related in some way. 

How does a suffix work? Let’s look at the word care, which comes from an Old English word. As 

a noun, care means concern or attention. As a verb, it means to nurture or be concerned with. 

See how the meaning and part of speech change (but are still related to the original word) when 

different suffixes are added:

• “-ful” (“full of”): careful (adjective - full of care; accurate)

• “-less” (“without”): careless (adjective - having no care; messy or sloppy)

• “-giver” (“one who gives”): caregiver (noun - one who tends to someone else’s needs)

• “-ing” (having the quality of): caring (adjective - kind or thoughtful)

• verb endings

 » -s: (present tense): He cares about the environment.

 » -ing: (present tense): I am caring for the neighbor’s dog while she is away.

 » -ed: (past tense): She has always cared about her health.

 » -ing (as a gerund): Caring about others is important.

Even though the suffixes change the meaning of care, the words above are all in the same word 

family. They are all still related in some way.
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When prefixes and suffixes are added to a word, they create new words that are part of a word 

family. The new words are still related to the original word in some way. Knowing the most 

common prefixes and suffixes can help you learn new or unfamiliar words. One word that is 

known becomes many words that are understood.

There are many prefixes and suffixes used in the English language. Here are examples of the 

most common ones.

Common Prefixes

PREFIX                                         ORIGIN MEANING EXAMPLES

a- Greek without apathy, apolitical, atypical

auto- Greek self automatic, autograph, automobile

bi- Latin two biannual, bicycle, bilateral, bipartisan

bio Greek life biology, biography, biopsy

co- Latin with coexist, cofounder, copilot, coworker

de- Latin remove decrease, decode, deconstruct

dis- Latin not disagree, disappear, disbelief, discontent, dislike

ex- Latin out, up exceed, excel, exit, expand, expire, export

il- Latin not illegal, illegible, illiterate, illogical

im- Latin not imbalance, immature, imperfect, impossible

in- Latin not inactive, incomplete, inefficient 

mal- Latin bad, wrong malevolent, malfunction, malignant

mis- Latin bad, wrong misuse, misfortune, mislead, mismatch

mono- Greek one monochrome, monolith, monogram, monotone

multi- Latin many multimedia, multimillion, multiply

omni- Latin all omnivore, omnipotent, omniscient

poly- Greek many polyester, polygon, polymer 

pre- Latin before prehistoric, prepay, preschool

pro- Greek forward, outward proceed, produce, propose, provide

re- Latin again recount, redo, repaint, reread, return, rewrite

semi- Latin half semiannual, semicircle, semicolon

sub- Latin under submarine, subset, suburb, subway

trans- Latin across transfer, transform, transplant, transport

un- Latin not unforgettable, unkind, unnecessary

uni- Latin one unicycle, uniform, universe, university
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Common Suffixes

SUFFIX ORIGIN MEANING EXAMPLES

-able, -ible Latin capable of believable, convertible, incredible, portable

-acy Latin state or quality accuracy, democracy, literacy

-al Latin pertaining to feudal, personal, optional, seasonal

-er Latin comparative bigger, cheaper, faster, lighter, wider

-er, or Latin one who carpenter, narrator, officer, protector, worker 

-esque Latin in the manner of grotesque, picturesque, statuesque

-est Greek the most biggest, cheapest, fastest, lightest, widest

-dom Old English place or state of being boredom, freedom, kingdom, stardom

-ful Old English full of beautiful, careful, joyful, thoughtful 

-hood Old English place or state of being adulthood, childhood, neighborhood

-ify, -fy Latin make or become mystify, personify, satisfy, simplify

-ious, -ous Latin have the quality of ambitious, humorous, nervous, studious 

-ish Greek have the quality of childish, fiendish, foolish, selfish

-ism Greek belief or doctrine activism, heroism, idealism, optimism

-ist Greek one who artist, bicyclist, cartoonist, scientist

-ive Latin have the manner of attentive, expensive, narrative 

-ize Greek become alphabetize, civilize, humanize 

-less Old English without careless, endless, fearless, painless

-ment Latin condition of adornment, enrichment, involvement

-ness Old English condition of brightness, fitness, illness, thickness

-ship Old English state or condition of friendship, hardship,  kinship, ownership

-sion, -tion Latin state of being confusion, permission, qualification

-y Old English characterized by icy, nerdy, sleepy, tricky, wavy
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 ► Read the directions and complete the tasks that follow.

In the table listed below, match the prefix or suffix with the correct definition. Write the letter of 

the definition in the blank line following the prefix or suffix. 

 WORD ROOT, PREFIX, OR SUFFIX MEANING

1. omni-  _ A. out, up

2. -less  _ B. the most

3. ex-  _ C. place or state of being

4. auto-  _ D. many

5. -est  _ E. characterized by

6. -esque  _ F. bad, wrong

7. sub-  _ G. remove

8. -hood  _ H. one who

9. -ize  _ I. in the manner of

10. pro-  _ J. full of

11. -ship  _ K. half 

12. -y  _ L. one

13. mal-  _ M. without

14. de-  _ N. belief or doctrine

15. -ism  _ O. self

16. semi-  _ P. become

17. -ful  _ Q. under

18. uni-  _ R. all

19. poly-  _ S. state or condition of

20. -ist  _ T. forward, outward
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Each base word or word root below is part of a word family. For each word, add a prefix 

(beginning), a suffix (ending), or both to create related words. Use a dictionary or other resource 

to find prefixes and suffixes. How many related words can you make? (The first word is done as 

an example.)   

 BASE WORD/

WORD ROOT 
RELATED WORDS

1. art artful, artifact, artificial, artisan, artist, artistic, arts, artsy, artwork 

2. astro

3. believe

4. comfort

5. dent

6. equal

7. fear

8. heart

9. interest

10. knight

11. lab

12. like

13. morph 

14. need

15. pack

16. read

17. sweet

18. tap

19. valid

20. wind
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